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A Report on “Career Guidance session on “Inputs to Prepare for UPSC Civil Services
examination ” by Mr. Anjaneyulu on 26th Sept,2012
A Career Guidance session on
“Inputs to prepare for UPSC Civil
Services examination ”
by
Mr.
Anjaneyulu an IAS officer – Jharkhand
(UP), alumnus of 2005 CSE,dept for Civil
Services aspirants of BE 3/4,4/4 CSE
conducted on 26th ,Sept 2012.

Few facts we could acknowledge about
the speaker during the session are as
follows.
While a section of pessimist says
“humanity is dying”, there is a section of
optimistic people like Mr.Anjaneyulu,
who hold humanity. Born in poor
household and yet nurturing high values
and goals. He healed from a small Village
Jammikunta set as an example that origin,
money, caste etc cannot set us apart from
achieving our goals if we are firm in our
determination. He Has done his schooling
in telugu medium, he became a Xth class

Mandal Topper, stood 6th in E-CET exams
and did polytechnic from NIT Warangal
and B.E in CSE from Vasavi College Of
Engineering in 2005.
Being inspired from father to get
involved deeply into society and welfare,
resigned a well settled job in a firm and
prepared for UPSC exam. In his third
attempt he managed to cleared the exam
and became an IAS officer serving as of
now Jharkhand with his honest services.
The session started with a simple
concept
“Nothing
Comes
Easy”.
Anjaneyulu inspiring aspirants with his
story of how a person from small place
comes and achieves excellence. He had an
excellent future in software industry but
then he loses his father during his job and
then moves ahead to fulfill his father’s last
wish.
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While one side of society today
says communication skills matter a lot,
Anjaneyulu sets a perfect example
communication skills are just mean to
express views and then what takes us
forward is the self confidence.

considered as a bible for it. A coaching
from a good caching institute is preferred
but one should not completely reply on it.
NCERT books from 5th to 12th class should
be referred. It is smart work that pays off
and not hard work, many aspirants study
for 12-18 hours and still cannot clear the
exam because they use their mind as
storage-house and not a thinking
machine. It is very important to observe
previous year question papers and
discriminate between the important and
not important part. The nature of the
questions is highly analytical, so one has
to read and assimilate the essence to
analytical reading, like editorials in news
paper.

His journey to become IAS officer
was off course not a cake walk, giving 3
attempts to clear the examinations.
Succeeding in tough times, teaches us to
be confident and plan safely whatever you
do in future. He advices the young
engineers to continue the job for few
years, attain sustainability and do not be
in a hurry to crack UPSC exams. After few
years of Job, he advices the IAS aspirants
to
prepare
sincerely
for
UPSC
examinations. It is mandatory for one to
be in pre-preparatory phase before going
for first attempt. It is always better to
have a coaching from any good training
institute, but they only guide you about it
and you cannot completely rely on them.

UPSC main exam consist of 1 main
subject and 2 optional subjects. General
studies is the main subject which has a
blend of general knowledge, current
issues, economy, foreign relations etc. the
other
two
optional
(Public
Administration, Geography, Sociology etc)
subjects should be chosen wisely and for
every optional subject different coaching
centre’s are available.

Do’s and Don’ts
For civil service aspirant, it is mandatory
to read newspaper every day,as said by
Mr.Anjaneyulu “THE HINDU” can be
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A question session was opened by
Mr. Anjaneyulu where many different
questions were put forward to him and
hence answered till the proper
satisfaction of the students. He shared few
moments of his UPSC interview and said
one has to be confident for every answer
he gives. Few questions regarding his
favorite movie superstar Chiranjeevi and
his political party was asked and
decreasing female sex ratio was posed at
him then he tells us a trick to answer this
questions.Questions in
regards to
INDIAN policies were made and discuss
the success and failure of the policies to
justify the answer.

He concluded story of his where he
uses his power for the welfare of the
needy people. Being to down to earth
personality, Anjaneyulu saw few blind
children on the street of Jharkhand, and
he immediately issued a order to help
those children and get admitted into the
nearest school for blind children in his
district. Hence it’s the satisfaction which
is more valued in any job. Anjaneyulu
actions and words, inspires us to always
work for the betterment of the society.

The seminar was truly an inspiring
and the audience must have gave a
thought at least once after the seminar
was over. what he/she is suppose to do
now? How can I use my service for the
society? And yes off course, is it money
the only valued thing when it comes to
earning? We have to start today to try
harder, and in every way make a
conscious and consistent effort to change
subtle and deadly errors into constructive
and rewarding actions, then success and
excellence become a part of our life.

The teachings of him were not just
useful for those UPSC examinations
aspirants but also for every individual, as
those are the lessons which can be
implemented by anyone and in any part
of his life.

